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Demonstration plots improving livelihoods
of farmers in Rubkona County

Koythiey Demo-plot under development

January 2018, Bentiu Sub-Office
Danish Refugee Council (DRC) with funding from DANIDA has
been working with farmers in Rubkona County and Bentiu to
establish demonstration farms. These on-farm demonstrations
serve as one of the most effective Extension education
tools. For farmers in Rubkona County, small demonstration
plots provide a backdrop on which to demonstrate and teach
appropriate technologies, as well as improving their economic
status through the cash made from the sale of the crop
produce and improving the nutritional status of the
community through consumption of the harvests.
The primary focus on these demonstration farms has been
vegetable production taking advantage of the dry season and
availability of water in the nearby swamps and streams. The
farmers were provided with vegetable seeds and tools like
hoes, watering cans and treadle pumps to assist them draw
water from the water sources to the farms. In addition to the
distribution of inputs to the demonstration farms, the
individual participants were also provided with similar
vegetable seeds for use in their individual farms.

Women being trained in treadle pump use in Yangyay

About the project
Locations: Rbkona County (Tong,
Juach, Dingding, Pakur Rubkona
Town, Bentiu)
Donor: DANIDA
Activities:




Famer field schools through
demonstration plots
Distribution of crop kits (seeds
and tools)
Distribution of fishing kits
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DRC Demo-plots updates

A total of four demonstration plots have already been established and beneficiaries have already started
benefiting through sale of the vegetable crops and capacity building in production of the vegetable crops.
The vegetable crops distributed included tomato, onion, cabbage, okra, amaranthus, egg plants and jute.
These demonstration farms have been established in Rubkona town, Tong, Pakur, Dingding and Juach
Farmers were trained in the following techniques:


Nursery establishment (sowing, manure application, watering and pest and disease management)



Plot layout for small scale irrigation



Irrigation using watering cans and treadle pumps



Integrated pest and diseases management (IPM)



Best practices in harvesting and post-harvest handling

In addition to these, farmers were also trained in in group dynamics and there are plans to build their
capacity in agri-business and marketing.

“We now realize some
income after selling Jute
to the local traders from
Rubkona.” Ezekiel Matt,
Yangyay Demo-plot participant.

Demonstration plot in Tong

BY AUTHOR NAME
Summary of the demo-plots
Location
Dingding
Pakur
Juach
Tong
Rubkona
Bentiu (Koeythiey)
PoC
Totals

Number of
farmers
65
60
65
65
45
100
700
1,100

Area (ha)
0.5
0.9
0.7
0.8
0.8
1.0
3.0
7.7

Ezekiel Matt taking care of jute in Nyangyay

When Demonstration Plots Save the Environment!
A Story of Ezekiel Matt
Ezekiel Matt, 63, has been depending on charcoal making and selling of poles to
feed his family of 7. Things have been tough for him especially after the crisis
broke out in 2013. In order to have food for the family he sent his wife and 5
children to the PoC however, this was still difficult for him as the food was not
enough. He joined the Yangyay Demonstration farm, near Rubkona Market in
October 2017 and he has seen change as he is now able to feed his family. Due to
his participation in the cash for work (CfW) and cash realized from the sale of
vegetables to traders, he decided to move his family from the PoC back to
Rubkona.
Ezekiel has since stopped making charcoal and selling poles as the
demonstration farm makes him busy but also it is a source of income for him and
his family.
Ezekiel and his fellow beneficiaries (45) in Yangyay intend to save some cash
from the sale of vegetables to purchase a motorized pump to easily irrigate their
crops. They have also plans to expand the current area of cultivation to cover 1.5
hectares from 0.8 hectares and they are thanking DRC and Danida for the timely
assistance.

Danish Refugee Council

Okra in Dingding Demo-plot

